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Among critically ill adults, sepsis remains both
common and lethal. In addition to antibiotics and
source control, fluid resuscitation is a fundamental
sepsis therapy. The physiology of fluid resuscitation for
sepsis, however, is complex” Brown and Semler (2018).
Abstract:
Among critically ill adults, sepsis remains both common and lethal. In addition to antibiotics
and source control, fluid resuscitation is a fundamental sepsis therapy. The physiology of
fluid resuscitation for sepsis, however, is complex. A landmark trial found early goaldirected sepsis resuscitation reduced mortality, but 3 recent multicenter trials did not
confirm this benefit. Multiple trials in resource-limited settings have found increased
mortality with early fluid bolus administration in sepsis, and the optimal approach to early
sepsis resuscitation across settings remains unknown. After initial resuscitation, excessive
fluid administration may contribute to edema and organ dysfunction. Using dynamic
variables such as passive leg raise testing can predict a patient’s hemodynamic response to
fluid administration better than static variables such as central venous pressure. Whether
using measures of “fluid responsiveness” to guide fluid administration improves patient
outcomes, however, remains unknown. New evidence suggests improved patient outcomes
with the use of balanced crystalloids compared to saline in sepsis. Albumin may be
beneficial in septic shock, but other colloids such as starches, dextrans, and gelatins appear
to increase the risk of death and acute kidney injury. For the clinician caring for patients
with sepsis today, the initial administration of 20 mL/kg of intravenous balanced crystalloid,
followed by consideration of the risks and benefits of subsequent fluid administration
represents a reasonable approach. Additional research is urgently needed to define the
optimal dose, rate, and composition of intravenous fluid during the management of patients
with sepsis and septic shock.
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